
WhisperPower - a company with a mission
We are not “just another power company”, but distinguish ourselves from other companies in our field by 
adding value to the propositions offered to our customers. It is our goal to make electrical power systems 
operate cleaner, quieter and more durable. We are living in a world where buzzwords like Green, Environmental 
Friendliness, Durability and thinking in Electrical Solutions rather than in fossil solutions are getting louder 
and become part of a lifestyle. We are an innovative part of this movement, materialized by our smart hybrid 
electrical power solutions for yachts, vessels, vehicles and on-land objects.

Working on a better future
Most countries in the world have embarked on an “energy transition” – or are thinking about doing so – under 
the dual influence of the realization that fossil fuels are a limited resource, however long supplies might last, and, 
more recently, the growing awareness that they are adversely impacting the planet’s climate. Global warming 
has become an important phenomenon, proven by scientists that this is a reality we have to anticipate on. 
At WhisperPower we are aware of this and incorporate the need to make system greener, cleaner and more 
acceptable for the environment in the design of our products and systems. In parallel to the start of the creation 
in the world of an entire renewable, non-fossil energy provision, we have developed power systems from low 
power, small house hold scale to larger power ratings for industrial use up to approx. 100 kW. Our systems are 
based on durable power storage based on Lithium ION (LiFePO4) battery technology, high efficient- heavy duty 
power electronics and compact, high efficient diesel generators that operate during the shortest possible time. 
Our main achievements:
- We maximize emission reduction of off grid power systems
- We minimize engine running time
- We reduce energy waste by improving the efficiency of our systems
- We reduce audible noise and vibration, good for users and the environment
- We integrate the main system parts and make it to one whole entity for All-in-one us
- We make our system accessible for any renewable source

This is the way we take our responsibility and our role in the energy transition process. Our customers are 
becoming more and more aware of the New Style of Making Power, and are finding out the new solutions will be 
more cost effective in the end. 

Thanks to WhisperPower.  
Making the difference


